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ABSTRACT
A study was conducted to examine the relationship

between the belief system= structure (dogmatism) of principals and
media specialists and their role expectations for-the media.
specialist, and whether agreement by principals and media specialists
on the'rolo of the media specialist was related to the similarity of
their belie system orientations. Thirty -one pdirs of principals and
media specialists from public high schools responded to the'Short
ForM Dogmatism Scale and a Rank Ordering Questionnaire assessing the
relative importance of selected media specialist tasks. 7,esultS
indicated there: were main effect differences between principals and
media specialists for instructional design and utilizaticr, and
between open and closed-minded respondentb for awareness services.
Similarity of dogmatism scores of principal-iedia specialist pairs
Was related to Similarity of rank ordering -of'mcdia specialist tasks.
It appearS that principals and media specialists tend to rank the
more traditional media specialist tasks as more important than the
more progressive media-specialist tasks, although media specialists
tended to be somewhat acre progressive.-In addition, it appears that
dogmatism; as a personality variable, .may be a faCtor in influencingt

a profeSsional relationship, especially during initial,ccrtacts.4'
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AR51VACT

The purpose: of this study was co emmLne che rt lati,c nship he -

tween the belief sys ta-- t =ucture (dogma sm f pr i -JTv Mt!di A

opecialists and their role expectations f r the media spec t;

second purpose w s to ascertain whorl agre by principals and.

media specialists on the rok of the latter as related to the s 1-

'ilarity of their 1-lief system orientations. Thirty-one pairs cr prin-

cpals and media fr Lists responded to the Short Forlit Dogio Scale

and a Rank Ordering ,
:2'idonnaire, assessing the re! ative iniprotauce

selected media specialist tasks. There were significant n is effect

differences between principals and media specialists for two tq-Acs

-tructional design and utilization, and between open and closed indeu

respondents for awareness services. Nb significant interactions were

observed. It was also observed that similaritey of dogmatism scores

of principal -media specialist pairs was related to similarity of rank

ordering of media specialist tasks. It appears that principals and

media specialists tend to rank the more traditional media specialist

tasks as more important than the more progressive media specialist tasks,

although media Specialists tended to be somewhat more progressive. In

addition, it appears that dogmatism, as a personality variable, may be

a factor in influencing a professional relationship, especially during

initial contacts.



A STUDY OF 11JE Bata' SYSTEM STRUM_ RE OF PgINCIPAIS
AND M 1) [A SPECIALIS'CS AS RI,IATED 'MEM ROLE EXPECTATIONS
FOR TUE MEDIA SPECIALIST

Problem

Cne of the most significant rJducational innovations in the last thirty

years 11:?:1 the ineorporation of educational media, and its accompanying

todtnokl-jy into th Ody-to-day teaching and learning activities of schools.

This development has led to the developn E extensive programs for the

training cif media specialists to serve the schools as experts in these new

fields. Therefore, it is appropriate to study the impact of these new pro-

a

fessionals on the schools in which they work.

Carlson (1965) suggested that the success of media programs in schools

is dependent on the principal's attitude toward the program. His contention

was supported by Brickell (1961), Lepper (1965), Niles(1965), Tcupkins (in

Trump, 1967) , and others.

Sarason (1971) discussed the effect specialists might have c princi

pointed to four possible areas of conflict between the two:

The specialist is expected to have knowledge and skills

not possessed by the principal.

Some specialists ience conflict between their

fessional standards and their principal's expectations.

The principal may feel that the specialist does not have

an overall grasp of what's going on in his school.
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for a particular Fx!rE,on or job. Cc r. f _n 017() descrii- the
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ccmilLct 1-uivjiv Fention Lhut_ of

who define fh expcctutions

porsonalltv as r whie.)[ way play a key role deternining

cess or failure of a wdla pre gram.

In marnining the relationship ec-xi ?ersonality and Perneau

(1954) found that when an admi ght advice from consultant or

pecialist, tx.th parti_es evaluated the consultation more favorably when thc_.

were in acJ it cn the consult:a t's role.

Getzels and alba also condu e rese ch into the r latio hip
betwe n role and personality. They determined that an individual's behavior

unction of his role and personality (1954, p. 164) and that role

conflict occurred when such an individual fourbd himself in a situation

he was expected to fill two roles that presented, "inconsistent con-

tradiztory even a itually exclusive expectations (p. 165)." Pesearch

which supported this relationship (1955) enabled the aiithars to develop a

theoretical model of the relationship between role expectations and Dersonali

(1957).

Such a relationship is depict. e 1.

insert figure 1 about here

Getzels, Lipharrt, a 11 is erucial relationship

It seems clear that the proper functioning of
relationships in educational settings, as elsewhere, de
on tne degree of overlap in the perception of expeqtations
by several complementaryrole incumbents in the given
interaction. (pp. 117-118)

ole.



Lkyptiltim, pernonality (s)w-Ay-net or 001)-- ond clmrd-mirOcdmsn 'ill

individuals has becon :11-ludioi for ovor 20 yorti. Rokeach (1960) Owe hol

tho DOCpnall ScalL! to Ine,awre Uliu conifixueL which he contended measureq,

in port, an ildividuaPs ro-,(1)Livity to new ideas or belliefs. Although

dogmatism has been found'to 1 unrelatod to intelligence (Kemp, 1965;

Rokench, 1060), the censblimt. has been she:pin to be related to critical

thinkiny (Rokeach, 1960) party-line thinking (Rokeach, 1960), personality

adjustment (Kemp, 1961) , anxiety (Kemp, 1965) , ard resistance to educational

innovation (Ramer, 1967).

Rokeach concluded that ideas were organized in relation to their

congruence wi, udividual beliefs. Beliefs which were not congruent with

existing mien were onfani:',-xl along a continuum of l-,imilarity to what i2

congruent (p. 395). New beljefs which were too dissimilar to existing

ones tended to be rejeeted. ThH area of rejection was considered to be :t

broader for closed- mired than for open-minded individuals.

Besides Ramer's study (1967) which indicated that dogmatism is directly

related to resistanro to educational innovations among chief school adminis-

trators, O'Reilly and Fish (1976) found dogmatism similarly related to

resistance to educational innovation in a group of teachers and Hudspeth

(1966) found that. Clu e more open-minded members of a college faculty were

less resistant to a particular educational innovation, educational media."

Finally, Esposito (1971) found that open- and elOsedLminded instructional

supervisors had differing perceptions of their role.

Based on these findings the current study was organized to determine

if dogmatism, as a specific personali_y factor, is related to the role ex-

pectations held for the media specialist by both the specialists themselves

and their principals.

6
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figure It here

-Iss
In order to generate thformation relevant t_ the problem of the shady,

the following hypotheses were proposed for testing:

1. There is no significant difference between the mean rankings
of each media specialist task for relatively open - minded and
relatively closed-minded principals.

There is no significant difference between the mean rankings
of each mo_lia specialist task for relatively open - minded and
relatively closed-mdnded media specialists.

There is no significant difference between the mean rankings
of each as specialist task for relatively open- minded
principals and relatively open -minded media specialists.

There is no significant difference between the mean rankings
of each media specialist task for relatively open-minded
principals and relatively closed-minded media specialists.

There is no significant difference between the mean rankings
of each media specialist task for relatively closed-minded
principals and relatively open-minded media specialists.

6. There is nb significant difference between the mean rankings
of each media specialist task for relatively olosed-rinded
'principals and relatively closed-minded media specialists..

There is no significant relationship between the :correlation
of each principal-media specialist pair's rank ordering of
media specialist tasks and the similarity of the relative
openness of their belief systems.



Plo that qy

sarple

The populati(L lor this stud isted of all principal;. of public

high schools and nrdia spt cialists or head librarians who had

admLnrAralive rusionsibility in high school media centers in a two -county

area i in Northeast Ohio. The total number of public high schools in the

population area was 37.

The investigator solicited permission to conduct_ the study from the

superintendent of each school district in th2 population area. Permission

ian ingranted to contact the pr

all 37 high schools.

:..11 principal

Apal and media specialist or libra

d media sp 'cialist was contacted and a visit

the investigator was arranged. Following the initial contact, f

schools, fora. variety of reasons, refused to participate in n-the stud

A principal in another high school was taken to the hospital suddenly

his school was also,e1Thinated. Both the principal and the media

specialist had to respond to the instrument in order forthdir,school

to be included in the study. All information was kept confidential.

) ./

Because many persons who were asked to respond to the questienn

indicated a preference to mail their survey back t the investigator

at a later date, ret were slow in coming in. Data gathering was

conducted during the months of April and May, 1977 with a cut-off data

of June 1. At the cut-off date an additional school did not respond

leaving a final total of 31 high schools out of 37, or 84% of the schools

the population participating in-the study.



Instrumentation

The Short. Form Tmatim S .;_Le efrold(- L & 190) wa

to assess the relative degree of ojx n-minciedness cif the subj cc tg in the

groups to be s Lud icy=

In cc wring the 20-i Lem St. 11:11 f lthe s Landard 4 0- i tout form, the

Spearman-Brown prophecy formula was used to obtain a split-half roll

bility estin tom- of .94 which is within the range of reliabili coRE-

ficients reported by Rokeach, from .68 to .93 on the 40-item scale

(Rokeach, pp_ 89-90). The SPIES itself has a reported split-half relia-

bility of .79.

Rokeach, using the method on known groups, tested the validity

of the 40-ito scale. found (Troup, gel high dogmatics

(relatively closed - minded) scored significantly different (.01) from

groups selected as lox dogmatics (relatively open-minded). Isaac and

Michael (1 071) suppott the use of the Rokeach validity data to the SET'S

by stating that change of test length has a great effect on reliability,

but a much smaller effect on validity (p. 132).

Loertscher (1973) developed the Importance of Media Services Scale

in which he ascertained perceptiens of media servicei in 40 Indiana

for high schools by teachers and media center staffs. A parel cif

experts reviewed the instrument and a pilot study was conducted in

attempt to remove redundant it6ms and to make sure all acknowledged

rredia c ices were included in the instrument. This helped to

establish the reliability and validity of the scale.

From the 64-it instrurrent, eight majoz media services were iden-

tified, these being in the areas of accessibili areness, evaluation,

instructional design, utilization, a sition, pro essional services,

and production (p. 59).



i 1974) used YOAT1r in c Lopi=ng tlik Bank

0 Queot tnaire which provided tho subje t with an instru-

ment ik, i.n order or importance, the eight major media servi-

Aich were cord_ cl W cover mosL of the tasks engaged in by the media

The Rank Ordering Qrte (ROO w=, u i _aadv to

f-ththe principals' acid media specialists' perceptions of the

in ce of the various tasks performed by the media specialist, thus

providing an indication of these two individuals' role expectations

of the latter,

Sta. l Procedures

The general technique used in the study was a two-way analysis

of variance (ANOVA). This procedure allowed the comparison of two fac-

tors of

analysi

penden

an independent variable with a dependent variable. The two-way

f variance produced F-rati for the two factors the inde-

'able (I% and B) and the interaction of these two factors

Mx 5) as they related to the dependent variable.

In testing the first six hypotheses, the two-way ANOVA technique

was conducted eight times, once for each of the media specialist tasks.

For these procedures, the independent variables were open- or closed-

mindedness and principals and Media specialists, and the dependent vari-

able was the mean ranking for each media specialist task.

n testing the seventh hypothesis, Spearman rank-order correlations

for each principal-media
specialist Pair'S rank ordering of redia spe-

cialist tasks were v erated,and transformed into z-scores,

These scores comprised the dependent variable to be compared with the



four group ings -incipal!-.; and n7r 1 i t !pee:Lair;

cipals fitxl modia Clcx_10a-MiraC t pril

I-minded prin-

1 and rrledid specialists,

open-mindu als and closed mindod raxiia specialists, and closcil-

mLnded prirc Loa's n-minded media specialists (;inlet ender L variable) .

In each analysis, the dis i ution of observations within the cells

of the tWO-VbiAV NCVA were somewhat unequal. Because of this unbalanced

cell distribution, an un weighted means analysis (Glass & Stanley, p.

440) was used to create an equal balance of observations. An alpha

1, which would indicate ficant differences between means, was

set at .05.

Results

Results from the Short Form Dogmatism Scale for the sample studied

indicated that principals and media specialists scored similArily on

the SFDS. Principals in the ample had a range of scores f rare 43 to

84, with a mean of 59.13 and a standard deviation of 11.46. Media spec-

ialists in the sample had a range of scores from 38 Lo 76, with a mean

of 54.58 acrd a standard deviation of 10.53. The difference between the

and of principals and redia speCialists ore the SFD8 was not significar

These Laken together, had a range of 38 to 84, with a grand mean

of 56.85 and a standard deviation of 10.91.

By definit on, individuals in a sample group considered to a-

tively closed-minded are those who so ore above the grand mean for the

samle, and individuals considered to be relatively upen-minded are those

who score at or below the grand wean for the group': In this sample

of principals (N=31) 14 were classified as relatively open-minded and

17 as relatively closed-minded. Of the media specialists (N=31),

1.1



we an relatively c ---n-minde l nd 14 is re_ Lively closed-

Results t rom Hie Rank Ordering Quo, tic nnaire indicated

oipals and ma --' lists in the samvi- had different pereepti nn

of the relative importance of the eight media specialist tasks as refle

in their rank ordering o[ those tasks. The data revealed Ehat principals

ranked the media specialist task of instructional design services sig-

iricantly low (p L .05) than did ueaia specialists. Media specialists,

on the other hand, ranked utilization services significantly lower (1,14

. 001) than principals. A summary of the 1, k ordering of media special-

ists tasks by principals and media specialists is provided in Tible 1.

insert tabl 1 ab ut here

When data fr n the Short Form Dogmatism Scale is analyzed with the rank

ordering data, closed-minded respondents appear to rank awareness ser-

vices significantly higher than did open - minded respondents (although

the actual rank ordering of this task was unchanged) - A summary of

the rank ordering of MilAdia specialist tasks by or and losed-minded

respondents is provided in Table 2.

it table 2 about here

It was th- ized tl at there would be no interaction, between

occupation (principal 'pia specialist) and belief system structure

(open-closed-mindedness) for each nedi specialist task. This hypotheses

could not be rejected for any task although the interaction appeared to

approach significance for instructional design and awareness services.

12



10

A summary of the interaction is provide d in Table 3.

It was fur

le 3 about 'here

er hypothesized that the correlation of the rank order-

ing Of media specialist tasks for each media specialist-principal pair

would be unrelated to the similarity of their belief system structure.

This hypothesis also could not be rejected, although closed-minded prin-

,ipals paired with open- minded media specialists rded a scme4hat lager

rank order correlation, as depicted in Table 4.

insert table 4 about here

'Discussion

Analysis of the rank ordering data for principals and media spec-

ialists provides some interesting conclusions. Principals tended to

rank the more traditional media speciafist tasks (i.e., providing' acces-

sibility awareness, utilization, and acquisition services) as more t_

t than the more progressive media specialist-tasks of provide

instructional design, 'professional, and evaluation services. Media

specialists also tended to follow this trend-with one significa6t excep-

tiOn: they tended to rank instructional design services significantly

higher than principals. These data are similar to those of Loertsch

(1973) and Pfister (1976), who found that the more progressive services

were ranked lower. The higher ranking of instructional design: services

media specialists is inconsistent with previous findings.



For principals, then, it sew that they still do not consider, the

role of the media specialist to be expanded to include involver ent

the instructional-activities of teachers. Media specialists, while still

regarding evaluation and professional services at a relatively lag level,

seem to have begun to perceive themselves as helping teachers design

ensively in curriculum decision --truction and participating more

Braking. The high regard media specialists apparently have for providing

instruCtional design services may stem from the expanded ra gis n.

instrmctional design-orien

progr examination of various media specialist trai

in a number of colleges and universities reveals a much smeller curric-

is on the other two progressive services (e.g., evaluation

and professional services)

Another' area where a significant difference in the rank ordering

of media specialist tasks existed between the sample of media special-

curricula in nedia specialist training

fists and principals was in the providing of utilization services Prin-

cipals, both open- and closed-minded, tended to rate utilization servvices

significantly higher than media specialists. Since" utilization usually

involves the training of teachers to use nedia and its accompanying

technology effectively in the classroom ecialists may feel that

this is a more appropriate task for pre- and inservice teacher tra=m

programs. Ilia specialists may not see themselves as playing a major

rolein_or may not-leel competent enough to conduct such teacher tr2

ing progr

Principals, bath - and. closed-minded, tended to rank aiaareness

.services lower, although not significantly leer than media specialists.

14
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It appears that media speciali s may feel that the "selling" of ti

programis more important than the principal rr may feel it is.

Finally, it should be noted that both principals and media specialists

rated production services quite low. Speculation as to the reasons

for. this low rating include a possible lack of production facilities

in. the school and a feeling that a production service, because of its

al nature, is not an appropriate function for a pia specialist

who is in'charge of a school media center.

Thus the differences in rank' ordering of nedia s

between princip

alist task

uedia specialists indicates that, for this sample,

there appears to be relative agreement between the two parties on the

role of the Media specialist in providing accessibility, awareness,

evaluation, aoquisition, professional, and production services, anid dis-

agreement between the two parties in providing instructional design

and utilization services. Gemerally, uedia specialists seem-moreinclined

to via their role as a more expanded one, in to of involvement with

the instructional activities of the school

inclined to view the role of

whereas principals seen more

.

a a specialist as providing only the

more traditional services - It is possible that principals may also

see the-media specialist as fulfilling, an administrative rather than an

tructional role.

When media Specialists and principals are -together ,and

identified only as either open- or cicsed-mipded, there appears to be

only one nedia specialist task where differences are apparent to a sig-'

nificant degree. Those individuals, both principals and ?media special-

ists who are relatively closed-minded tended to°rank awareness services

15



significantly higher than those individuals who are relatively open-

minded, This may be due to the fact that closed-minded individuals may
S'

feel somewhat less secure about the ition-and-programs-wi _ h- -th

are associated and thus perceive a greater need to spend more time and

effort in selling the program and convincing others of its worth.

The results of this study indicate that there was no significant

interaction between occupation (principal-media specialist) and belief

system structure (cpen-close&nindedness) for any of the eight nedia

specialiSt tasks.. There were, however,, two tasks, awareness and instru

tional design services, where a significant interaction was approached.

Another hypothesis dealt with the congruency of rank ordering of

media specialist tasks as compared with the similarity of belief system

structure for media soecialist-principal pairs (i.e., prirripals and

media specialists-working together in the "same school),. Adthough no

ant_iiiteraction was found, closed-minded media cialists pair

with closed-minded principals, and Open-minded media specialists paired
1 A - ,

thewith -minded principals had a higher degree of slari

way they rack- ordered media specialist tasks. Media specialist-principal

pairs with dissimilar belief system structures had a lower degree of

similarity of rank ordering of tasks. If future research produces siilai
results, the interaction might support Rokeach's contention that persons

with similar belief system structures will tend to be closer to agree-

rent on items and ideas of 'mutual interest.

Despite the conclusions that have been this research,

the fact remains that there were no significaqt interactions obsery

It is possible to speculate on a n of reasons why this may be so.

1
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First it may be that differences in belief system structure' in-

fluenCe role perception only during initial contact. When two people

work tom_ ether over a considerableperiod of time,- d tisn TliaT_CeaZe_

to be a factor. Differences in belief system structure may be an aspect

of personality that can be dealt with through co remise, accommodation

or avoidance. That is, when two persons initially work together, their

perceptions of each other may be influenced strongly by their awn belief

systemstructures.Butovertire,theyMayebcome more skilled in recog-
.

nixing personality differences and in identifying appropriate ways of

dealing with them. One rember of the role set may accommodate the person

ality preferences of the other or he may avoid those areas of perceived

personality conflict. These responses are similar to those of students

must master new and different made of learning in order to be suc

cessful students,or workers who must adjust to the different adminis-

trative styles of their employers. -Thus, differences in belibf system

structure may influence only-the rate at which persons of differing

of open- mindedness will deVelop skill in working comfortably.

Further research ins-txumen: right identify the amount of time rembers

of a role set (i. prinoipal-mezlia specialist) have worked together.

Second, rank ordering of tasks requires an analytic skill on the

of the respondents. Since Rokeach contends that dogmatism may be

more apparent when the subjects are involved in activities requiring

synthesis, the Rank Ordering Questionnaire might be more useful if re-

structured to reflect this type of skill. The Delphi techniqUe maybe

type of procedure which could be us as it creates a condition

the respondent is involved in data generation.

17
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There are a number of implications that care be drawn frau this study-

1. It appears that principals have not as yet accepted the exp

role of the nedia_specialist as an instructional decision raker and that

programs to increase their awareness acceptance of this role are war-

ranted. Such pre- or in-service activities'aEght be-in the fOrm of workshops

which extend administrators' concept of the responsibilities of this new type

of educator. As principals and media ijists concur to a greater Vie.

the proper role of the media specialist, role conflict is less likely to

2. It is also apparent that when prin palmedia specialist pairs

belief system structures (i.e.- closed-closed open'cen),have silE
they may tend to exhibit a greater degree of consensus on. the role of

the media specialist. It may b that media specialists who seek employ-

ment in schools in which the principal appears to have a similar belie

system orientation may find adjustment to the new situation easier the

had their belief systemorientationsbeendissimilar.Tte pcesibil

conflict appears to be especially high when an open-minded media

cialist encounters aclosed -minded principal. poi yin this, a

specialist might be able to assess the potential for role conflict during

initial encounters and develop, appropriate strategies, for conflict void-

ance. If differences in certain personality variables (e.g. dolt

do result in. differing role perceptions and/or role conflict, school

personnel training programs might include experience: - in re -zing

such traits.

3. A supplementary finding, based upon inforffial discussions with

the respondents indicated-that agreemerit on the role of the media spec

ialist seems to increase 1.41-mlen principals and media specialists have

1



each- other'

16'

s in each otter 's f ield via particioation in

is apparent t both parties need to know more about

school, cross-involvement ini or-at leas

sow exposure to -- academic programs of other members of the role set may

be warranted. It appears that alteration of the curricula used in pr

paring needed specialists and princi s should involve broadened exposure

to the frame of reference of other professionals within the scho ol.

4. If the trends indicatad in this study are supported in future

ch, educational programs for principals and media specialists

\nay be designed to give `these people training in recognizing and

standing dogmatism and other personality characteristics in

s.

In fact,

their

ofgroup or individual within afschool which interacts

--with other groups or individuals omits serious study. The more that

is known about he these vsrieW.ceurenen Qfa_compleg_organiz4ticn.

such as a school function and interact with each other, the better able

all educators will be in creating 7re effective educational 1 iro
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NO OTHETIC TIVE DIMENSION

Institution Role

Social
System

Role
Expectatiop

Individual---4Personali Need

18

Observed
Behavior

Disposition

IDIOG .PHIL (PiRSONAL ) DIMENSION

Figure 1. The _Getels-Guba. Model of the Relation-
shin between personality and role.
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Sodial
Situation

NO OTHETIC ME) DIMENSION

School _ .v

Building

Media 4
eCialist s Tasks of
Role\ . Media Specialist

Individual -,N personality Belief-
Disbelief System

Tasks as
RankedRanked by
Principal

PHI C (PERSONAL) DIMENSION

Figure 2. The relationship between the relative open-
mindedness of the principal ,ancl- his /her role
expectations -for- the media specialist.



NOMOTHE T C 0 ATIVE DIME SIGN.

School
Building

Social
Situation

Individual

Media
Specialist

Role

personality

20

Tasks of
a SDectaLise

b'a'sks A4
Ranked 14y.
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TAB E 1

dering of. Media Specialist Tasks
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Media Specialist Task

Accessibility 2.89 (1) 64 (3) 1.58

Awareness 2.93 (2) 2.28 (1) 3.66

Evaluation 5.87 (7) 5.58 (6) (1.39

4. Instructional Design 4.61 (5) 3.45 (2)

Utilization 3.45 (1) 5.03 (5) 11.1;

Acquisition 4.46 (4) 3.79 (4) 2.97

Professional 5.80 (6) 6:13:(8)

Production 5.99 (8) 5..92 .0:02

:05

.001
aranking,

branking

of media

of media specialist

specialist tasks for principals.

tasks for media snecialis s.
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TABLE 2

Mean Rank Ordering of Media Specialist Taske

by Open- and Closed-minded Respondents

Media Specialis Task Xo

. Accessibility 3.46 (2)a 3.06 (2
)b

0.45

2. Awareness 3.00 (1) 2.22 (1) 5.09*

3. Evalua-ion 5.40 (6) 6.05 (7) 1.\94

4. InstructiOnal Design 4.23 (4) 3.83 (3)- 0.60

5, Utilization 4.42 (5) 4.06 (4) 0.60

6. Acquisition 3.93 (3) 4.32 (5)- 0.65

7. Professional 5.59 (7) 6.'34 (8) 1.80.

8. Production 5.96 (8) 5.95 (6) 0.

.05

aranking olf media specialist tasks for open-minded respondents.

brankingof media specialist tasks for closed-minded resPondents.
K

t7'
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TABLE 3

.Rank Ordering of Media Specialist Tasks by

Open - -. d Closed-minded Principals and Media Specialists

Accessibi y 2.93 (1) 4.00 (4)b 2 82 (2 3.29

Awareness 3.64 (3) 2.35 (1) 2.24 (1) i.21 (1)

Evaluation 5.57 (7) 5.24 (5) 6:18 (7) 5.93 (7)

4. Instructional Design 5.26 (6) 3.18 (2) 3.94 (4) 3:71 (3)

5'. Utilization 3.43 (2),t 5.41 (6) 3.47 (3) 4.64 (5)

6. Acquisition 41.21 (4) 3.65'.(3)5 4.71 (5) 3.93 (4) 0

7. Professional 5.07 (5) ''6.12 (8) 6.53 (8) 6.14 (8)

Production 5:86 (8) 6.06 (7) 6.12 (6) 5.79 (6)

cranking of media specialist tasks far open-minded principals.

branking of media specialist tasks For _pen-minded,media specialist

cranking of media specialist tasks for closed-minded principals.

ranking' of media specialist tasks foi- closed-minddd media spetialists

26



`TABLE Z

Mean Ra It order Correlat or s cif

Pr.inctpa 1- .!'ledia Specialist

(tr-art_sFcirrnecl to z-score

Ir depe-rident-2 Vsnishie
conainat:to ns

Closed -mi=ne-ed Principals
and Closed-int nd4d Media 7 0.528

Special is is

Closed -miinded Plincipels
and Op en-minded iredia 0.266

S-pecialtst s

Open- minded
and 01:, en-minded Media 0.548

S pecialLst s

Open-rnincled Pri-Tic ipolo
and Cl osed-mind ed Med la 10 0.499

Specf_al is is
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